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Fifth Grade Summer Packet

Use the choice boards below to continue to practice your
math and reading skills over summer break!

You must complete 8 MATH assignments and turn them in on the first
day of school.

MATH
Make up a

multiplication
card  game and
play it with  your

family.

Find a recipe
that  uses
fractional

measurements.
Make  the recipe

with an  adult!

Make up a board
game that uses

double digit
addition  and

subtraction.  Play
it with your

family!

Make a mystery
word! Match

each  alphabet
letter to a

number and
then  write

equations to
solve the riddle!

Log on to
Xtramath.org

and  make a free
account.

Practice your
multiplication

facts  by
playing race
the  teacher!

Keep track of
how  much water

you  drink in a
day.

Calculate how
many  cups you
would drink  in a
week, month, and

year!

Find a color by
number

picture..  Write
the fractions
of each color

you  used in the
picture  out of

the total
number of

spaces!

In a day how long
do  you spend on

electronics?
Time  yourself

for one day  and
then calculate
how much time

you’d  spend in a
week, a  month,

and a year!

Keep track of
how  many steps

you take  in a
day. Calculate

how many steps
you  would take

in a week,  a
month, and a

year!

Plan a vacation.
Figure out how

much  it will cost
to get to  your

destination,  how
much it will be to

stay, and how
much  you will

spend on  food.
Then calculate

the total cost of
the  trip!

Make a schedule
for  your day. Plan

out  how many
minutes it  will take

you to
complete each

activity.

Make a pretend
birthday gift
wish  list. Use

amazon or  store
circulars to

find the
prices of  the
items on your
list. Calculate

how
much it would

cost to  get
everything on
your wishlist.



Fifth Grade Summer Packet
Use the choice boards below to continue to practice your

math and reading skills over summer break!

You must complete 8 ELA assignments and turn them in on the first
day of school.

ELA
Write a short story

from the point of
view  of an animal.

Include  the
setting,

character, and the
problem in your

story.

Read a
non-fiction
book about

someone  who
has helped

their
community.

Write a
summary

explaining  who
the person is

and  what they
did to help

others.

Read a book
about a  person

or an animal
from a different
country. Make a

powerpoint
presentation to

teach  your friends
facts  about this

person or  animal.

Think about
something you
wish  you could
change  about
your school or

your community.
Write a letter to

the  principal or to
your  mayor telling

them  what you
think needs  to be

changed.

Pick a new book to
read this summer.

Keep a list of
words  from the
book you do  not

know the meaning
to. Look up the
definitions and
write  them on

the list.

Write down the
directions to get
from  your house

to school.  Include
sequence  words,

street names,  and
other important

details.

Pick a food you do
not  like to eat.

Make a
powerpoint, poster,
or letter explaining

to  your parents
why you  think no
one should  eat

that food. Include
at least 3 reasons

why!

Write a
descriptive

story about a
place  you have

been.
Include as many

details as you can
so  the reader

can make  a
mental picture in

their mind!

Write several
poems  about
your summer!

Make sure to use
figurative

language in  each
poem!

Write a book
review  of a book

you read  this
summer. Include

the title, the
author,  the

theme, and what
you liked about

the  book.

Make your own
comic  book

superhero.  Write
two stories  about

this super hero
and draw comics

or  pictures to
match the  stories.

Write a letter
to a  friend
telling them
what you did
over  summer

break.




















